Newbie Session
7:30-8am
Dr. Bob Goeman
@bgoeman

“share your story"
Why are you really here?
THE FULL PICTURE – ONLINE SCHEDULE

GET ORGANIZED!!!

HTTPS://2018SPRINGNETACONFERENCE.SCHED.COM/

ONLINE TIME SLOTS

SHARE TO YOUR HOME SCREEN

MOST UP TO DATE

#NETA18
NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED SPEAKERS

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

FEATURE SPEAKERS
200+ SESSIONS – WHAT SESSION TYPES

- 1:1 SPOTLIGHT STRAND
- CONVERSATION STRAND
- DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP STRAND
- GOOGLE SPOTLIGHT STRAND
- LEADERSHIP STRAND
- LIBRARY MEDIA STRAND
- TECH STRAND
- POSTER/PLAYGROUND GALLERY SESSIONS
- NETA INNOVATION LAB
WHAT TO DO WHILE YOU ARE HERE?

• DIVIDE AND CONQUER SESSIONS
  • WORK AS A TEAM
  • TAKE TEAM NOTES (SHARE GOOGLE DRIVE)

• PLAN VENDOR HALL TIME
  • NOT JUST DURING VENDOR BREAKS:)  

• SOCIAL BUTTERFLY LOUNGE (BY THE WALKWAY)
  • CONNECT WITH OTHERS
  • DECOMPRESS

• FRIDAY 6:15AM ..... 5K RUN/WALK

#NETA18
• NAME: NETA SPRING CONFERENCE 2018

• PASSWORD: NETA18

• STARTS 8AM

• ENDS FRIDAY, 2PM

IPHONE APP OR ANDROID APP
DEVICE / CONNECTIVITY

• CONSERVE POWER
• CONSERVE WIRELESS BANDWIDTH
• ONLY HAVE ONE DEVICE CONNECTED AT A TIME
  • TURN OTHERS ON AIRPORT MODE
  • REMIND YOUR NEIGHBORS/FRIENDS
CHALLENGES FOR THE NEXT TWO DAYS

- FIND AT LEAST THREE NUGGETS TO TAKE BACK TO YOUR CLASSROOM
  - ONE YOU CAN DO NEXT WEEK
  - ONE YOU CAN DO SOMETIME BEFORE THE END OF THE YEAR
  - ONE YOU CAN START NEXT SCHOOL YEAR
- MEET NEW PEOPLE
- HAVE FUN!
THANK YOU!!!

GO GET ‘EM!!